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what will you learn?



STRING database



network creation



enrichment analysis



FAVA



co-expression networks



Cytoscape tool



STRING integration



network visualization



who are we?



Lars Juhl Jensen



group leader
2009–





cofounder
2009–2022





YouTuber
2020–



youtube.com/larsjuhljensen



Mikaela Koutrouli



PhD student



single-cell transcriptomics



Nadezhda Doncheva



assistant professor



omics data analysis



network analysis



why networks?



entities or concepts



understand their interplay



useful abstraction



lends itself to visualization



node

edge



nodes



things to be linked



edges



links between things



disease networks



Jensen et al., Nature Communications, 2014



food webs





protein networks



The STRING database



14,094 genomes



67.6 million proteins



physical interactions



functional associations



data integration



genomic context



gene fusion



Korbel et al., Nature Biotechnology, 2004



gene neighborhood



Korbel et al., Nature Biotechnology, 2004



phylogenetic profiles



Korbel et al., Nature Biotechnology, 2004



experimental data



gene coexpression



interaction experiments



von Mering et al., Nucleic Acids Research, 2005



curated knowledge



molecular pathways



Kanehisa et al., Nucleic Acids Research, 2008



many databases



different formats



different names



varying quality



not comparable



not same species



hard work



parsers



mapping files



scoring schemes



von Mering et al., Nucleic Acids Res., 2005



score calibration



von Mering et al., Nucleic Acids Res., 2005



transfer by orthology



missing most of the data



text mining



>10 km



too much to read



computer



named entity recognition



dictionary



cyclin dependent kinase 1



CDK1



block list



SDS



co-mentions



counting



distance-weighted score



consensus view



no relation type



deep learning



pre-trained transformers



huge unlabeled corpora



finetune for specific task



physical protein interactions



practical session



string-db.org Szklarczyk et al., Nucleic Acids Research, 2021



query the database



inspect the evidence



exercise 1
jensenlab.org/training/string/



Enrichment analysis



characterize a gene list



classes of genes



overrepresented



associated with the study



overrepresentation



omics study



regulated proteins



mitochondria enriched?



Mitochondrial Not mitochondrial

Regulated a b

Not regulated c d



Fisher’s exact test



p-value



Gene Ontology



Jensen and Bork, PLOS Biology, 2010



systematically test all



many gene sets



Gene Ontology



pathways



protein domains



UniProt keywords



subcellular localizations



tissues



associate diseases



local network clusters



publications



multiple testing



xkcd.com



xkcd.com



xkcd.com



xkcd.com



enrichment analysis



thousands of tests



crucial to correct



Bonferroni correction



false discovery rate



practical session



proteomics study





protein network



change query parameters



functional enrichment





show on network





exercise 2
jensenlab.org/training/string/


